In the streets for a Québec + Just!

With our Common Front partners, on October 26, we kicked off the first phase of rotating strikes in all of Québec’s regions. By October 29, we will have been among the more than 400,000 education, postsecondary education, health and social services as well as public service workers taking strike action to step up pressure on the government in order to break the deadlock and secure a satisfactory, negotiated agreement.

“The government cannot ignore the indignation that has compelled us to take to the streets. It must also take our determination seriously. We stand by our public services, and our work must be recognized for its full value! We do not take strike action lightly. We are doing this because the government is not giving this bargaining process the respect it deserves. We are doing this because the government’s contemptuous offers and austerity policies are destroying our public services. The government must act in a responsible manner by demonstrating openness and by engaging in real negotiations,” stated CSQ president Louise Chabot.

The Strike of October 26-27, 2015

To view the photo gallery, visit our Web site!